
Digital Platforms 

Transforming 

Vehicle Logistics 



Topic. Provide automotive companies 

with user-friendly technology to manage 

their vehicle transportation.

➢ How an exercise in Customer Experience 

Design and Data Intelligence led to the 

creation of a digital platform



1. Market Trends

2. Evolution of the automotive logistics space and 

recent advances

3. Role of carriers and importance of seamless 

integration between shipper solutions and carrier 

apps/systems

4. Barriers to change based on customer feedback

Know The Transportation Landscape



▪ MaaS

▪ Increased Last Mile Efficiency

▪ Investment in Electronic Vehicles “EV’s”

▪ Renewed Focus on Transportation Accessibility

▪ Major Workforce Shifts in the Trucking Sector

▪ Increasing Interest in Active Transportation

Transportation Trends



▪ EV adoption increasing

▪ Autonomous Vehicles

▪ Cars Becoming More Connected

▪ Vehicle Purchases Shift Online, Home Delivery

▪ New Car Inventory Shortage, Used Car Demand

▪ Auto Parts Market Continues to Grow

▪ Fuel Prices Surging

▪ More and Better Data Available

Automotive Trends



▪ Sustainability & Climate-friendly transport

▪ Increasing Government Regulations

▪ More Auto Transport on the road

▪ Capacity Crunch & Labor Changes

▪ Lighter, More Efficient Materials

▪ Smaller shipments, longer moves

▪ Technology Disruptors

Automotive Transport Trends



1. Current Market Trends

2. Evolution of the automotive logistics space and 

recent advances

3. Role of carriers and importance of seamless 

integration between shipper solutions and carrier 

apps/systems

4. Barriers to change based on customer feedback

Know The Transportation Landscape



▪ Paper tracking and documentation

▪ Finding Capacity

▪ Managing Transport & Route Planning

▪ Communication

▪ Transparency

▪ Data Availability

▪ Automation Efficiencies

Evolution of Auto Logistics



1. Current Market Trends

2. Evolution of the automotive logistics space and 

recent advances

3. Role of carriers and importance of seamless 

integration between shipper solutions and carrier 

apps/systems

4. Barriers to change based on customer feedback

Know The Transportation Landscape



Gain Market Level Data Intelligence

1. Descriptive.  Data aggregation and data mining 

to discover historical data

2. Predictive.  Leverage historical data to predict 

and understand what could happen in the future

3. Prescriptive.  Recommend the best possible 

course of action based on the data available.

Machine Learning / AI.  Digest and understand 

large amounts of data to adapt/become increasingly 

smarter 



Build the Ideal Customer Experience

1. Voice of the Customer at every stage of the 

product development cycle
➢ Listen, Pursue, Prioritize

2. Prioritization Exercise for users and the 

business
➢ Value, Complexity, Necessity

3. Solve User Problems while you build
➢ Wireframes/prototypes, usability testing, feedback 

collection, iterate

4. Communication with Customers post 

build/launch
➢ Transparent launch timelines, collect feedback, 

continue to iterate



▪ Best of breed technology leveraging an open API platform 

to address all customer segments

▪ Centralize the logistics process and upload/assign 

inventory to any transportation provider

▪ End to end transparency into the vehicle journey, 

including real-time tracking/visibility

▪ Evaluate brokers/carriers based on their profile and rating

▪ Digitally upload all documentation

▪ Measure performance via dashboards & custom reporting

Create an Agnostic Digital Platform  

Efficiently and cost-effectively manage vehicle 

transportation that solves historical challenges/pain 

points and addresses new marketplace dynamics; 



Key Takeaways

1. Collection and utilization of data intelligence combined 

with a customer centric experience are critical for 

solutions to help automotive companies in today’s 

marketplace

2. This type of customer-centric platform exists today 

that solves historical challenges and existing barriers in 

vehicle transportation

3. Automotive companies that adopt and utilize these 

digital platforms in their end-to-end logistics 

operations will yield significant efficiencies and the 

greatest advantage over their competitors.
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